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Possible Mount Locations

Here’s a bird’s-eye view of the combined coverage you can 
expect with A-dec’s overhead monitor mount solutions.

Yellow arc = wall mount 
Green arc = central console mount 
Blue circles = ceiling mount

No matter where you look, we’ve got you covered
Expanding your view in the treatment room can make a world of difference in your prac-
tice. And it’s easier than you think. Imagine having the freedom to choose and position 
your monitor so it covers all of your needs—from patient consultation and education, to 
entertainment and practice management. A-dec’s overhead monitor mount solutions offer 
just that. Your own choice of monitor. Wide range of motion. And incredible positioning for 
a clean, unobstructed view. Now that’s coverage. 

Entertainment Consultation/education Practice management

Every A-dec overhead solution is flexible enough to cover all three primary monitor applications.



Ceiling Mount with flexarm

Central Console Mount with flexarm

Wall Mount with flexarm

Recommended monitor mount locations

Mounting locations can affect how dental lights and monitors work together. Using the chart, select your dental light, then choose the best mounting 
location for your monitor.

Type of light Monitor mount location
Ceiling monitor mount

off centerline
Ceiling monitor mount

on centerline
Wall or Central Console

monitor mount
Track-mount ceiling light Better Best Good
Fixed-mount ceiling light Good Better Best
Chair-mount light Better Good Best
Preference-mount light Best Better Good

Wide Variety of Mounting Choices  means more freedom to choose location and less interference with other equipment

Exceptional Range of Motion improves monitor positioning and viewing for you, your team, and your patient 

Robust Construction for greater durability and practically maintenance-free performance for the life of the product

Versatile Arm Design includes easy adjustments and smart cable routing to simplify installation and monitor upgrades 

VESA Compatible Mount (75 mm & 100 mm) accommodates monitors up to 20 pounds (9 kg)



A-dec ceiling, cabinet, and wall mounts make up only part of the complete monitor picture. Our selection extends 
to fully-integrated monitor mounts for A-dec 500, A-dec 400, A-dec 300, and other A-dec chairs, as well as for 
Preference Collection® cabinetry. Depending on your needs, each mounting location offers slightly different 
advantages. All share the common benefit of A-dec quality and reliable performance, backed by extensive testing. 
So you and your dental team can enjoy smooth operation, streamlined workflow, and better communication with 
your patients. 
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Monitor not included. The colors and products in this brochure may vary 
from the actual materials and are subject to change without notice. Please 
see your authorized A-dec dealer for accurate color samples and the most 
current product information.
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Complete picture, dependable options

A-dec also offers a number of chair monitor mounts and an innovative gliding monitor track 
mount for Preference Collection

 

treatment consoles and upper storage modules.


